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Short Introduction

This e-book is for anyone with an interest in Brazilian Portuguese and gaining knowledge that
would be considered pretty common within Brazil. The phrases and expressions aren’t used
every day, nor should they be, but they are interesting to know, fun to use, and useful to keep
in your linguistic toolbox (and, of course, it makes you feel smart to recognize something
seemingly nonsensical in another language).

I’ll put a star next to any expression that is more common than the rest. In most cases, I’ll
also be providing a literal meaning and a translation for each item, before explaining the
expression in further detail.

1. Para o inglês ver

Literal: For the English to see
Translated: Just for show

The expression came about around 1830 when England demanded that Brazil approved laws
that would stop the trafficking of slavery. However, everyone knew that these laws wouldn’t
be followed, thus they were just created “for the English to see” (para o inglês ver).

Personally, I’d be happy to see this phrase pick up a secondary meaning for when something
is done just for the tourists’ sake.

2. Puxar a brasa para a sua sardinha

Literal: To draw the coals over to your sardine.
Translated: To look out for one’s own interests

It comes from Portugal, where sardines (especially from Setúbal) have been popular in
regional cuisine for centuries. If several people are grilling sardines and one person moves the
hot coals over to where their sardines are, it’s taking care of themselves first and foremost.



Alternative: Puxar a sardinha para sua brasa

3. A beça

Translated: A lot, in great quantity

The term is attributed to the qualities of the arguing jurist Gumercindo Bessa, lawyer of
people from Acre (acreanos) who didn’t want the former territory of Acre (now a state) to be
incorporated into the state of Amazonas. The arguments of Bessa were so convincing and
numerous that he soon became famous in juridic circles. Once, a citizen met with the
president Rodrigues Alves to ask for certain favors and he did it with such eloquence that the
then-president said: “You have Bessean arguments!...” (argumentos a Bessa!) With time, the
expression caught on and spread throughout the country.

4/5/6. Pagar mico * (cofre, peito)

Literal: To pay monkey (safe, chest)
Translated: To do something humiliating

The expression “pagar mico” means “to be humiliated”, and it originates from the “mico
game” (jogo do mico). Each player uses the cards they take from the pile to form pair of
animals and those that get the black mico (marmoset) card, which has no pair, loses the
game. The losing hand carries with it a punishment, such as having to go through an
embarrassing situation, thus “pagar mico”.

There are two other informal phrases in Brazil that use “pagar” for being on the receiving end
of a specific embarrassing situation. One is “pagar cofre” (lit. to pay the safe), which means to
accidentally show one’s butt and the other is “pagar peito” (lit. to pay the chest), which means
to accidentally show one’s breasts. If you want a visual, try putting those phrases into Google
Images to get a better idea.

7/8. Quem pode, pode/Quem viu, viu

Literal: Those who can, can...

A phrase that is often used to speak of a person who has the financial freedom to do
something that most people usually can’t do. The full phrase is “quem pode, pode, quem não
pode, se sacode!” (lit. those who can, can, those who can’t, shake themselves!). Let’s say you



hear about a friend of a friend who took a last-minute trip to Paris for the extended weekend,
you might respond with “quem pode, pode...”

There is another, lesser-known expression like this that says “quem viu, viu, quem não viu,
piu piu” (who saw it, saw it, who didn’t see it, tweet tweet). I don’t think it’s supposed to make
a whole lot of sense but it basically means “you missed out”.

9. 24

Literal: 24 (Twenty-four)

In the the Animal Game (Jogo do Bicho), an illegal lottery game where any amount can be
bet by anyone. The idea is to vote on a set of numbers, with each set of 4 consecutive numbers
being represented by an animal, up to 25 animals. The person betting can put money on
specific numbers or on an animal.

The 24th animal happens to be the deer (or, veado), which is thought to be effeminate,
perhaps due to the animated film Bambi. To say someone is 24 can, therefore, carry the
meaning that the person is homosexual. In fact, a derogatory word for homosexual in Brazil
is an alternate spelling of the Portuguese word for deer. If a heterosexual guy turns 24 years
of age, he might say, when asked his age, that he skipped the 24th year.

The origin of the Animal Game comes from when the new owner of a zoo in Imperial Brazil
(Rio de Janeiro, to be exact) found himself in need of some guerrilla marketing, so to speak,
in order to attract clientele. He made visiting the zoo fun by hiding animals behind curtains
and had people guess which animal was behind which curtain. This led to people to bet on the
game.

10. São Longuinho, São Longuinho...

Literal: Saint Longinus, Saint Longinus...

This is a popular saying in which you pray to a saint in order to find something you lost. If the
lost items are one’s keys, it would goes like this…”Saint Longinus, Saint Longinus, if I find my
keys, I’ll give you three little jumps!” (São Longuinho, São Longuinho, se eu achar minhas
chaves, te dou três pulinhos!).

No one knows why this particular non-venerated saint is invoked in Brazil to find lost items
but I did read that, after his death, his body was said to have been lost and found twice, and



then found once more with an item carrying the blood of Christ, but it’s an unsubstantiated
claim.

11. Cair no conto do vigário

Literal: To fall prey to the vicar’s tale
Translation: To be conned

Once, in Ouro Preto, it’s said that two vicars of different churches were having a dispute over
who gets a particular present of a painting of Our Lady. They decided to tie it to a donkey and
set the donkey free halfway between the two churches. In whichever direction the animal
went, that’s the vicar who would get the painting. When one of the vicars won the dispute, it
was found out that the donkey was owned by that very vicar.

If someone mentions any kind of con job in Brazil, they might say the unsuspecting party has
fallen into the trap of the vicar’s tale (cair no conto do vigário).

12. Um pé na senzala/cozinha

Literal: One foot in the slave quarters/kitchen
Translation: To be, partially, of African descent

Since over 10 times the African slaves (3.6 million) were brought to Brazil than to the US
(388,000), most Brazilians have some sort of African ancestry in their families. To say
someone, or oneself, has “one foot in the slave quarters, or kitchen” (um pé na
senzala/cozinha) means they are, in part, African-Brazilian. It’s not a terribly common
expression, and some people might take offense to it (like when a politician might say it to
gain votes), so keep that in mind.

13. Ninguém merece *

Literal: No one deserves (it)
Translation: No one should have to put up with this/that

This expression is used when something annoying is being talked about or experienced. For
example, something that no one deserves would be a neighbor who plays heavy metal music
at 2AM or a coworker who pops his bubble gum frequently.



14. Ela tá cheia de nove horas

Literal: She is full of nine o’clock.
Translation: She’s very demanding.

There are a few possible origins for this curious expression. They all rely on the fact that 9PM
in colonial times was when everyone should either be on their way home, at home, or
otherwise inside for the night. One says that all social visits should end at 9PM, but if the
guest is special or important, then the host would deny that 9PM had rolled around. In effect,
the host would be demanding of the guest, past a socially acceptable hour. Another
explanation says that police were very strict and upheld every little law possible, and one of
those laws said people had to be off the street by 9 o’clock at night or else they would be
susceptible to being patted down and possibly interrogated. The police were “full of nine
o’clock” (rules and demands). Yet another origin story says that 9PM was the time when the
rich would go to the operas and other such high-brow events, thus anyone walking around at
that time was likely pretentious and demanding.

15. Queimei meu filme!

Literal: I burned my movie!
Translation: I screwed up my chance!

This expression likely comes from the era of non-digital cameras when you had to buy each
roll at the store and, if at any time you accidentally opened the camera before taking all the
photos in the roll, there was a risk of having the photos prematurely exposed to an excess of
light. The result was a set of photos with messy hues, often giving them a burned effect. In
other words, if you opened it up too soon, you screwed up your chance.

16. Chá comigo que eu livro sua cara.

Literal: Tea with me that I book your face.
Translation: Let me handle it.

Chá (tea) here is really supposed to be “‘xa”, as in “deixa” (allow, let, leave). In other words,
leave it to me, I’ll free you of the responsibility. The word play is not only with the “chá” but
also with “livro” (book), which is the first-person conjugation of the verb “livrar” (to free).



17. Fica a dica *

Literal: Keep the tip
Translation: Remember this tip

This is a short expression that is used when you tell someone something they didn’t know and
that they need to know, usually for an event. It could also be loosely translated to “keep that
in mind”.

18. Vire e mexe

Literal: Twist/turn and move
Translation: Sometimes, every so often

There’s no explanation out there for this odd phrase, but it’s used just like “às vezes”
(sometimes).

19. Eu não sei, eu não quero saber...

Literal: I don’t know, I don’t want to know...

The phrase is in its entirety is “Eu não sei, eu não quero saber e eu tenho raiva de quem sabe!”
(I don’t know, I don’t want to know and I’m angry at who does know!). I’d say it kind of
shares the same meaning as the phrase “I just don’t really want to hear about it” in English.

20. Não tô nem aí *

Literal: I am not even there
Translation: I really don’t care

Sometimes it’s shortened to “tô nem aí” and it means anything from “I really don’t care” to
“don’t even talk to me about that”. Tô is shorthand for “Estou” (I am).

21. Estar com/Ter a faca e o queijo na mão

Literal: To be with/To have a knife and cheese in hand



Translation: To have the upper hand, to have all the cards

This expression is rather literal in that the person in question has what they need ready, only it
alludes to someone else not having those items, therefore leaving the one with a knife and
cheese in hand as the advantageous one.

22. Tirar o pai da forca

Literal: To remove one’s father from the noose
Translation: To be in a hurry

It’s said that Saint Anthony was in Padua and had to go to Lisbon to stop his father from
being hung, thus he was in a hurry.

23. Quem tem filé-mignon em casa não procura contrafilé na rua

Literal: Those who have filet-mignon at home don’t look for tenderloin on the street

Sort of a play on the “bird in the hand” type of phrase. Pretty self-explanatory in that someone
intelligent wouldn’t go looking for something so-so if they already had something especially
good.

24. Vá pentear macaco

Literal: Go comb a monkey
Translation: Go annoy someone else, leave me alone

The centuries-old expression is from Portugal, although it’s said using slightly different
vocabulary there. One origin story says certain people with lowly positions were sometimes
tasked with combing work animals (to clean them) and thus it was not a favorably-looked
upon job.

25. Rodar a baiana

Literal: To spin the Bahian woman
Translation: To make a scene in public



This expression carries the same meaning as another idiomatic phrase, “Fazer barraco”.
Apparently, it comes from Rio de Janeiro’s Carnival parades where boys would pinch girls’
behinds who were dressed up as Bahians, so male capoeira players would sometimes enter the
parades, dressed as Bahians too, in order to dissuade any more tomfoolery. No one saw the
capoeiristas quick actions, only “as baianas rodando”.


